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                 Buddha Holds up a Flower

The  World honored One, in ancient times was on Vulture Peak.  He 
held up a flower, showing it to the assembly.  Every one was silent.  Only 
Mahakashapa broke into a smile.  The World Honored One said, “I have the
eye treasury of the correct dharma, the exquisite mind of nirvana, the true 
form of no-form, and the subtle gate of the dharma.  It does not stand upon 
words.  It is a special transmission outside of all teachings.  I now entrust 
this to Mahakasapa. 

Yesterday, I talked about many and various things concerning this koan.  I told 
you that, especially for people beginning their practice of Zen, this is a very important 
koan because this koan is explaining the meaning, the fundamental tenant behind the 
word that we so often speak,, kensho.  

 And I told you over and over that in Tathagata Zen it is taught that the two 
opposing forces of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, inevitably, meet each other. I further told 
you that when these two opposing forces ,which we can equally well express as the 
“world of the subject” and the “world of the object” meet each other, then the one world 
that has gone beyond all comparisons is manifest.  

That one world, at least as one way of describing it in Tathagata Zen, is also 
called one Buddha nature. Buddhism teaches that every single thing, every single kind of 
thing is standing up in the world of subject and object, and yet, also, every single thing 
will experience the world of one Buddha nature.  If we take up existent beings in our 
world, there are innumerable, countless existent beings here.Starting with the dirt and 
rubble and going on to the plants, and all the way up through human beings, there are 
innumerable existent beings in this world, and all of them according to Buddhism, are 
standing upon the world of subject and object.  

Buddhism teaches that when subject and object separate from each other, in 
between them, distance manifests. When subject and object manifest the condition of 
unification with each other, then the three worlds, the world of subject, the world of 
object and the distance in between, all totally manifest one world, one state of unification,
and as I have told you, that is the manifestation of one Buddha nature.  One Buddha 
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nature is a state that has gone beyond all comparisons.  It is the one and only.  The world 
of the subject and the world of the object and the distance in between, have totally 
become one.  Conversely, we can say that one world totally has those three, as its content.

This  manifestation of one world, this condition, also is called the    manifestation 
of true love. All people say that we can’t live without love.  When you are manifesting 
true love, therefore you should know, you are manifesting one Buddha nature.  Buddhism
is the teaching that teaches about one Buddha nature.  It is also, therefore, the teaching 
that teaches about true love. This koan is taking up one Buddha nature and teaching about
it. 

Seison, the World Honored One, of course that is Shakyamuni Buddha. There are 
ten honorific titles for the Buddha.  Seison, World Honored is another, and Nyorai is 
another, and so forth. If you learned all ten of them, then I'm sure in the end, that you 
would think, “Those are all really fine names, but in fact they are just names, and there is 
no need to learn them all.”  

The World Honored One, Shakyamuni Buddha, that was the one who experienced
one Buddha nature.  When you all, as well, manifest true love, experience true love, then 
it is acceptable for you to be called World Honored.  There is no Shakyamuni, no World 
Honored One other than you.  There is nothing at all difficult about this.  When we 
experience one Buddha nature then we become equal to, equally ranked to Shakyamuni 
Buddha.  

 This story is about a time when Shakyamuni Buddha was on Vulture Peak. In 
order to celebrate Shakyamuni Buddha giving the dharma talk, a great bodhisattva 
named, Dai Bonten, came and gave him a special flower.  Kompara, was the name of this
flower Kompara-ge was the name of this flower.  I don’t know what kind of a flower it is,
but it is written right here in the book, so I know that that is the flower that was given. It 
has the character for gold in it, so it must have been a flower that shown like gold.  But, if
I start speaking in those terms, everybody will start thinking of this kompara-ge flower as
something other than one’s self. All the flowers that Shakyamuni Buddha receives are 
kompara-ge flowers.  If you receive a flower, you also have received this kompara-ge 
flower.  Please carefully place this in your head while you are listening to this teisho. 

The moment that Shakyamuni Buddha received this kompara-ge flower from the 
Dai Boten Bodhisattva, at once he uhhhh, raised it very slowly to show to everybody.  
When tatha-gata and tatha-agata become one, then subject and object vanish and the 
distance in between them also vanishes. 

 In actuality, right now, Shakyamuni Buddha is demonstrating that. If we consider
Shakyamuni Buddha to be the subject in the situation, then all that is embraced by 
Shakyamuni’s activity, all this activity, all those are the objects.

Isn’t it natural for the children, when looking upon the movements of mother and 
father, to not be at all afraid.  Without any fear, they unfearfully allow themselves to be 
embraced by the mother’s and father’s activity? You have to understand.  You have to 
catch this movement of Shakyamuni raising the flower, in these terms.  

You have to understand this part of the story as the flower, the kompara-ge 
flower, embracing subject, object and a distance in between.  And in that embrace, 
subject, object and distance, all three vanish.  Shakyamuni Buddha manifested great love.
That activity of great love embraced all the past, all the present, and all the future.  I am 
telling you that you must come to be able to see this like that.  
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When the children see their mother raising the kompara-ge flower to show them, 
without any fear, they receive that, because they know that it is motherly love that they 
are receiving.  Therefore, without fear, they dissolve into that motherly love.  That is how
you have to see that situation. Not just the mothers, but the fathers, also, when they meet 
the children. When father meets child, he raises the kompara-ge flower and makes 
relationship with the child.  Not just their own mother and father, but when any person 
meets a child or an infant, that person makes relationship with the child or the baby 
through manifesting true love. 

Just in the same way as the child, without having to think, without having any 
doubts, melts into the flower of true love when mother and father raise it, absolutely all 
existent beings melt into the flower of true love that Shakyamuni Buddha now raises.  
Mother, father and child all melt into this flower of true love and then one true nature, 
that which is neither good nor evil, neither U nor Mu, neither being nor non-being is 
manifest.  If we can speak of something to be real, or the truth, or reality, it is this.
       Then it says,”,” the whole assembly was silent and that really is the way that it is.  
When the Buddha manifests great love, then all people, all men and women, all old 
people and all young people, and children and teenagers, and infants, even everything, all
the way down to the ants.  Everything becomes silent.  When one Buddha appears the 
whole world has no need to fight.  The whole world becomes silent.  That is how you 
should understand this.  
All the students, all the people when they saw this flower, became silent. What 
wonderful, great students, great existent beings they were.
  In these recent times, however, some teachers say, and you can even read this in books 
that everybody was silent because they didn’t understand the principle behind 
Shakyamuni’s raising the flower. Stupid, dumb Zen teachers.  They even write it in 
books. The teachers that write such stupidity must have been taught by stupid teachers.  
That’s the way I see it, anyway. 
   When true love is manifest, you don’t need to think about anything.  This is something 
that you folks probably know better than I do.  If you shake hands without doing the true 
love handshake, if you’re thinking about something else, then the wife will probably slap 
the husband’s hands away, “What are you thinking about?” 
[The translator speaks quite loudly] The translator got, you know, a little upset, angry 
there, so that’s okay.  He’s probably had experiences like that himself, and that is why he 
spoke in a loud voice.  That’s fine.  

The whole assembly became quiet.  Everyone became silent.  What I need you to 
understand that, in this koan, this is describing a wonderful, a very good condition.  The 
whole world has become peaceful.  There is no need to argue about good and evil; there 
is no need to argue about being or non-being.  If you truly understand this natural law, 
you also really know one true nature. 

In Tathagata Zen, however, there is a warning given, a criticism given here. With 
just that, it is not the complete manifestation of true love.  Didn’t I just tell the story about
the wife who is manifesting true love with the husband, who is not?  And, how she 
punches his hand, “Get out of here.”  The reason why these kinds of fights arise is 
because the wife or the husband have broken out of the  manifestation of true love, and 
are manifesting an 'I am" self. 
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If neither husband nor wife were to manifest an 'I am", then just as I’ve told you, 
that is the state of real peace.  That is the state where you don’t have to worry about good 
or evil, being or non-being. I just told you, however, that in Tathagata Zen teaching, to 
simply only have being and non-being vanish, is not true love. 

 It is a quite wonderful condition when plus and minus lose their own home 
villages and manifest unification.  Plus and minus become one.  That means plus and 
minus experience each other.  That means the plus self totally gives himself to the minus 
self.  The minus self, simultaneously, totally gives herself to the plus self.  There can be 
no activity more wonderful, greater, than this activity. So, how could they possibly 
separate from this?  They couldn’t.However, in Buddhism it is taught that that 
manifestation of love is not fixated.  It is taught that, inevitably, without fail, that state of 
samadhi, will burst open and the 'I am" will again appear.  

This is really awesome!  The “I am" is manifest and Buddhism further 
says, there are two kinds of “I am" that are manifest here.  When the state of true love 
breaks open, the state of samadhi breaks open, then the plus self, then the plus self and 
the minus self both, the subject self and the object self, both look upon the other, and 
recognize the other as itself, ”Oh, that’s me.”  This kind of consciousness called self 
looking upon self is inevitably, manifest.

Buddhism also teaches, however, that there is another kind of consciousness that 
is manifest in this instant.  Not the “self looking upon self” consciousness, but another 
kind.  This other kind of consciousness thinks, “Oh, that was great! I just manifested one 
Buddha nature.” That “I am" who thinks, “I am so happy! I just manifested one Buddha 
nature,” is fine, but Buddhism says that that 'I am" is a very dangerous kind of “I am" 
because that 'I am" when it comes to manifesting love again, will do the activity of 
conquering.  Subject will conquer object or object will conquer subject.  

The consciousness of “I am"  seeing “I am", of self looking upon self, in 
Buddhism is called enlightened consciousness, satori consciousness, the consciousness of
the eye being opened to the true self.  Tathagata Zen interprets Shakyamuni Buddha’s 
disciples naming him the World Honored One to show him respect, in this way.  The 
reason why they gave him this honorific title, is because he was the one who completely 
experienced the experience of “self seeing self,” that kind of consciousness. 

Today, I really have to apologize for this, but today, I have to go to the dentist, 
again.  I was pre-warned by the shika, “So, don’t talk too long.  We have to go to the 
dentist.”   Actually, this is fine with me, because I am losing my voice and I don’t really 
want to talk anymore. 

What Tathagata Zen lays emphasis on in this what Tathagata Zen asks you to 
carefully think about is that when it comes to the    manifestation of human consciousness
ther are these two cases. There is the case when consciousness is manifest and the self is 
seeing itself, and there are the other cases when consciousness is manifest and that 
consciousness is simply enjoying having conquered.  Object has conquered subject or 
subject has conquered object and is now happy about that conquering.  

We are told that on December 8th, Shakyamuni Buddha saw the morning star, and 
realized, was enlightened to, “All existent beings are myself.  All existent beings are 
Buddha.” Please understand that this is the “self seeing self,” consciousness. 

 It is the same with us, “ When we see a flower, or when we see a stone, if we 
think “ “Ahhh, that is I, that is myself,” then we are manifesting as Buddha.  Buddhism 
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further says that when we have that sort of experience with any existent being, a rock or 
flower, then naturally we come to respect that existent being.  Naturally, we love that 
existent being. [tape Change]

Buddhism however, teaches that in a one-sided way, just trying to make that thing
yours, thinking, ’’I love this flower.  I love this stone. I love this person,” that is the 
conquering mentality, and that is not good.  

People in this country, especially always say, “harmony is so important.”  And 
that is true.  If both subject and object manifest harmony by making relationship with 
each other, then they’ll be no need to fight, will there?  

Don’t forget, however, that Buddhism also teaches that true harmony is never 
manifest until the 'I am" self is gone.  Buddhism says, “ Be careful.”  If you manifest a 
kind of harmony in which the the “I am" is still there saying, “This is harmony.  This is 
harmony.”  All these “I am" s still there saying, “This is harmony.”  That is a violation of 
true harmony.  True harmony, necessarily, is muga, no self.  It is not true harmony until 
there is no self. It’s difficult to manifest the truly harmonious self. 

 How can we then manifest this truly harmonious self?  Seeing everyone silent, 
this condition of harmony, it is wonderful.  Attaching to this harmony, however, is also a 
mistake, in Buddhism.  How can we break out of this harmony?  

And it’s time to stop and I’ve lost my voice, so I'm stopping.  
The End
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